REF: 17051-1

5 December 2017
The Chief Executive Officer
Bass Coast Shire Council
PO Box 118
WONTHAGGI VIC 3995
Attention: Mr Lachlan Stephenson

BROSNAN
ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS
PTY LTD
ACN 132 113 556
ABN 94 494 203 657
48 McBRIDE AVENUE
(PO BOX 865)
WONTHAGGI VIC 3995
PH:

(03) 5672 5777

Dear Lachlan,
RE:

REQUEST FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
506 AGAR ROAD, CORONET BAY
(SPEAR REFERENCE: S111945B)

We refer to the above mentioned development and are pleased to provide the following information
requested in your correspondence dated 29 November 2017
1.

A Biodiversity Assessment Report has been completed on the DELWP website and the
results are attached to this letter.

2.

A Building Envelope and Driveway Plan has been prepared and is attached to this
correspondence. The building envelopes for each allotment have been maximised with
only a front setback from roads provided. The plan also includes the existing vegetation on
the site and roadside and also nominates the vegetation to be removed
The Proposed Plan of Subdivision has been updated to include road names and also a
notation to for the removal of the existing dwelling and associated outbuildings. The road
links to the land tot eh east have been removed. These were placed in case of township
expansion to provide a link to any future development

3.

The road names for the development have been added to the plans. The names are as
follows:
“Woodridge Circuit” The Woodridge family were previous owners of this property
and undertook the subdivision that ultimately created this parcel
“O’Brien Rise” The O’Brien family were previous owners of this property and the
family farmed the site until the father died and then the sons took over the farming
on the site
“Dumont Drive” Dumont d’Urville was a French explorer that examined
Westernport Bay for a scientific mission but aroused suspicion of a French
Territorial claim that ultimately led the British to settle the town in 1826

4.

The existing dwelling and outbuildings on the site will be removed. This annotation has
been added to the revised Proposed Plan of Subdivision

5.

A Streetscape Plan has been prepared and is attached to this correspondence. The type of
street trees has not been idenitifed at this stage as it is anticipated to be a condition of the
Planning Permit to be issued
No development agreements are proposed for the development

We would be grateful if you could please review the attached information and should you have any
queries with any of the above mentioned matters please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned.

Yours faithfully

MATT BROSNAN
BROSNAN ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS PTY LTD
Enc:

Biodiversity Assessment Report
Proposed Plan of Subdivision (Rev B)
Streetscape Plan
Building Envelope & Driveway Plan

17051-1LET171205

Biodiversity assessment report
Biodiversity information for applications for permits to remove native vegetation
under clause 52.16 or 52.17 of the Victoria Planning Provisions
Date of issue:

05 December 2017

Time of issue: 18:07:20

Property address

506 AGAR ROAD CORONET BAY 3984

Summary of marked native vegetation
Risk-based pathway

Low

Total extent

0.662 ha

Remnant patches
1

0.010 ha

2

0.013 ha

Scattered trees

9 trees

Location risk

A

See Appendix 1 for risk-based pathway details

Offset requirements
If a permit is granted to remove the marked native vegetation, a requirement to obtain a native vegetation offset will be included in
the permit conditions. The offset must meet the following requirements:
Offset type

General offset

Offset amount (general biodiversity
equivalence units)

0.032

Offset attributes
Vicinity

Port Phillip And Westernport Catchment Management Authority (CMA)

Minimum strategic biodiversity
score

0.126

Strategic biodiversity score of marked
native vegetation

0.158

See Appendix 2 for offset requirements details
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Biodiversity assessment report
Next steps
This proposal to remove native vegetation must meet the application requirements of the low risk-based pathway and it will be
assessed in the low risk-based pathway.
If you wish to remove the marked native vegetation you are required to apply for a permit from your local council.
The Biodiversity assessment report should be submitted with your application for a permit to remove native vegetation you plan to
remove, lop or destroy.
The Biodiversity assessment report provides the following information that is required to be provided with your application for a
permit to remove native vegetation:








The location of the site where native vegetation is to be removed.
The area of the patch of native vegetation and/or the number of any scattered trees to be removed.
Maps or plans containing information set out in the Permitted clearing of native vegetation - Biodiversity assessment
guidelines.
The risk-based pathway of the application for a permit to remove native vegetation.
The strategic biodiversity score of the native vegetation to be removed.
The offset requirements should a permit be granted to remove native vegetation.

If you have undertaken any permitted clearing on your property within the last five years contact DELWP to confirm offset
requirements.
Additional information is required when submitting an application for a permit to remove native vegetation. Refer to the Permitted
clearing of native vegetation - Biodiversity assessment guidelines for a full list of application requirements.
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Maps of marked native vegetation
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See Appendix 3 for biodiversity information maps
© The State of Victoria Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 2015
This publication is copyright. No part may be reproduced by any process except in
accordance with the provisions of the Copyright Act 1968.

Obtaining this publication does not guarantee that an application will meet
the requirements of clauses 52.16 or 52.17 of the Victoria Planning
Provisions or that a permit to remove native vegetation will be granted.

Authorised by the Victorian Government, 8 Nicholson Street, East Melbourne.

Notwithstanding anything else contained in this publication, you must
ensure that you comply with all relevant laws, legislation, awards or orders
and that you obtain and comply with all permits, approvals and the like that
affect, are applicable or are necessary to undertake any action to remove,
lop or destroy or otherwise deal with any native vegetation or that apply to
matters within the scope of clauses 52.16 or 52.17 of the Victoria Planning
Provisions.

For more information contact the DELWP Customer Service Centre 136 186
Disclaimer
This publication may be of assistance to you but the State of Victoria and its
employees do not guarantee that the publication is without flaw of any kind or is
wholly appropriate for your particular purposes and therefore disclaims all liability for
any error, loss or other consequence which may arise from you relying on any
information in this publication.

www.delwp.vic.gov.au
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Appendix 1 - Risk-based pathway details
Risk-based pathway

Low

Total extent

0.662 ha

Remnant patches
1

0.010 ha

2

0.013 ha

Scattered trees

9 trees

Location risk

A

Why is the risk-based pathway low?
The following table explains how the risk-based pathway is determined:
Extent

Location A

Location B

Location C

< 0.5 hectares

Low

Low

High

hectares and < 1
hectares

Low

Moderate

High

hectares

Moderate

High

High

The marked native vegetation is located entirely within Location A and has a total extent of greater than or equal to 0.5 hectares
but less than 1 hectare.
At this location, native vegetation removal of this size is not expected to have a significant impact on the habitat of any rare or
threatened species. As a result, an application for the removal of this native vegetation must meet the requirements of, and will be
assessed in, the low risk-based pathway.
For further information on location risk please see Native vegetation location risk map factsheet. For information on the
determination of the risk-based pathway see Permitted clearing of native vegetation ±Biodiversity assessment guidelines.

Have you received a planning permit to remove native vegetation in the last five years?
If you have undertaken any permitted clearing on your property within the last five years, the extent of this past clearing must be
included in the total extent of your current permit application. The risk-based pathway for your application requirements and
assessment pathway is determined using the combined extent of permitted clearing within the last five years and proposed
clearing.
If the risk-based pathway determined from this combined extent is low, contact DELWP to confirm offset requirements.
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Appendix 2 - Offset requirements details
If a permit is granted to remove the marked native vegetation the permit condition will include the requirement to obtain a native
vegetation offset. This offset must meet the following requirements:
Offset type

General offset

Offset amount (general biodiversity
equivalence units)

0.032

Offset attributes
Vicinity

Port Phillip And Westernport Catchment Management Authority (CMA)

Minimum strategic biodiversity
score

0.126

Strategic biodiversity score of marked
native vegetation

0.158

Native vegetation to be removed
Total extent (hectares) for
calculating habitat hectares

0.662

This is the total area of the marked native vegetation in hectares.
The total extent of native vegetation is an input to calculating the habitat
hectares of a site and in calculating the general biodiversity equivalence
score. Where the marked native vegetation includes scattered trees,
each tree is converted to hectares using a standard area calculation of
0.071 hectares per tree.

Condition score*

0.200

This is the weighted average condition score of the marked native
vegetation. This condition score has been calculated using the Native
vegetation condition map.
The condition score of native vegetation is a site-based measure of how
close the native vegetation is to its mature natural state, as represented
by a benchmark reflecting pre-settlement circumstances. The Native
vegetation condition map is a modelled layer based on survey data
combined with a benchmark model and a range of other environmental
data.

Habitat hectares

0.132

Habitat hectares is a site-based measure that combines extent and
condition of native vegetation. The habitat hectares of native vegetation
is equal to the current condition of the vegetation (condition score)
multiplied by the extent of native vegetation.

Habitat hectares = total extent x condition

Strategic biodiversity score

0.158

This is the weighted average strategic biodiversity score of the marked
native vegetation. This strategic biodiversity score has been calculated
using the Strategic biodiversity map.
The strategic biodiversity score of native vegetation is a measure of the
native vegetation¶s importance for Victoria¶s biodiversity, relative to other
locations across the landscape. The Strategic biodiversity map is a
modelled layer that prioritises locations on the basis of rarity and level of
depletion of the types of vegetation, species habitats, and condition and
connectivity of native vegetation.
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General biodiversity
equivalence score

0.021

The general biodiversity equivalence score quantifies the relative overall
contribution that the native vegetation to be removed (the marked native
vegetation) makes to Victoria¶s biodiversity. It is calculated as follows:

General biodiversity equivalence score = habitat hectares × strategic
biodiversity score

* Offset requirements for partial clearing: If your proposal is to remove parts of the native vegetation in a remnant patch (for example only understorey plants) the
condition score must be adjusted. This will require manual editing of the condition score, and an update to the following calculations that the biodiversity assessment
tool has provided: habitat hectares, general biodiversity equivalence score and offset amount.

Offset requirements
Offset type

General offset

A general offset is required when a proposal to remove native
vegetation is not deemed, by application of the specific-general offset
test, to have a significant impact on habitat for any rare or threatened
species. All proposals in the low risk-based pathway will require a
general offset.

Risk factor for general
offsets

1.5

There is a risk that the gain from undertaking the offset will not
adequately compensate for the loss from the removal of native
vegetation. If this were to occur, despite obtaining an offset, the overall
impact from removing native vegetation would result in a loss in the
contribution that native vegetation makes to Victoria¶s biodiversity.
To address the risk of offsets failing, an offset risk factor is applied to the
calculated loss to biodiversity value from removing native vegetation.

Offset amount (general
biodiversity equivalence
units)

0.032

This is calculated by multiplying the general biodiversity equivalence
score of the native vegetation to be removed by the risk factor for
general offsets. This number is expressed in general biodiversity
equivalence units and is the amount of offset that is required to be
provided should the application be approved. This offset requirement
will be a condition to the permit for the removal of native vegetation.

Risk adjusted general biodiversity equivalence score = general
biodiversity equivalence score clearing × 1.5

Minimum strategic
biodiversity score

0.126

The strategic biodiversity score of the offset site must be at least 80 per
cent of the strategic biodiversity score of the native vegetation to be
removed. This is to ensure offsets are located in areas with a strategic
value that is comparable to, or better than, the native vegetation to be
removed.

Vicinity

Port Phillip And
Westernport CMA

The offset site must be located within the same Catchment
Management Authority boundary as the native vegetation to be
removed.
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Appendix 3 - Biodiversity information maps
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